Torn Between 5: Seduced by the Billionaires

Giving over control, surrendering to
desire...Cami is struggling with the
ultimate temptation... On one hand, theres
Tyler Bach, a caring and sensual lover who
should make Cami happy.
But hes
competing with Eddie Dunning, a vigorous
man who likes to rule over Cami...and who
Cami cant stop fantasizing about... But
what lurks behind the sensuous tryst with
Eddie is a mystery of much greater
importance than Cami could ever realize.
And just as the clothes come off, the
secrets behind Camis desires spin a web of
deception, intrigue, passion, and a single
word, Glastnost. What is revealed is more
than Cami could have ever expected...
This serial is the fifth installment in the
popular adult romance series, TORN
BETWEEN, by bestselling author, Emma
Rose.
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